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The Insertable B-Layer

One of the upgrades of the ATLAS detector is the addition of
the Insertable B-Layer (IBL), the fourth and innermost silicon
pixel detector. While the Run 1 Pixel detector consisted of
three concentric layers at radii of 50, 88 and 122 mm, the IBL
has a radius of 33 mm and its insertion required a reduction
of the diameter of the beam pipe (radius = 29 23.5 mm).
The new layer was installed in the centre of ATLAS in May
2014.

Physics motivations for the IBL are:

 preservation of high performance of the Pixel detector
despite the radiation damage, especially relevant in the
B-Layer (the Run 1 innermost layer);

• enhancement of tracking robustness and precision of
the inner detector;

• improvement of vertexing and b-tagging performance,
even in the foreseen conditions of higher radiation doses,
pile-up and luminosity;

• requirement to get higher sensitivity for signals in
physics channels involving b-jets.

The ATLAS ExperimentThe ATLAS Experiment

ATLAS is one of the two multipurpose experiments operating at the LHC.
The LHC and its experiments are now performing maintenance and
upgrade work to get ready for Run 2, during which the centre-of-mass
energy and luminosity of the LHC collisions will be brought up to 13 TeV
and 2·1034 cm-2s-1. The bunch-crossing rate will be increased, happening
every 25 ns. These new environmental conditions represent a great
challenge for the whole system.

Getting the ATLAS IBL detector ready
for Run 2 data taking

The IBL read-out chainThe IBL read-out chain

 14 staves

 32 FE-I4 readout chips per stave
 130 nm CMOS process;

 designed to cope with high radiation and
high hit multiplicity;

 analog read-out;

 26880 pixels/FE-I4 (pixel size: 250x50 μm2).

 Two sensor technologies:
 planar sensors (double chip sensors),

based on the Run 1 Pixel detector
design, with slim edge (produced by CiS);

 3D sensors (single chip sensors), used
for the first time in a LHC detector
(produced by CNM and FBK).

The IBL structureThe IBL structure

Other Pixel upgradesOther Pixel upgrades

• new Diamond Beam Monitor (DBM);

• repair of Run1 module failures in the
Pixel detector;

• new Service Quarter Panel (nSQP);

• new read-out chain for Layer 1 and
Layer 2, to sustain high-rate data
transmission (160 Mb/s). ATL-INDET-

SLIDE-2014-572

The first cosmic data with B field ONThe first cosmic data with B field ON

Cosmic data were recorded in
the presence of the magnetic
field (B = 2 T) during the
commissioning runs in late 2014
and early 2015.

Offline reconstruction of an
event shows a muon crossing
the detector and leaving 8 hits
on track in the 4 Pixels layers.

The IBL is proving, during the
commissioning cosmic runs,
to be ready for the Run 2 data
taking.
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Bake-out of the beam pipeBake-out of the beam pipe

After its insertion, the IBL is now
undergoing an extensive period of
commissioning.

One, fundamental phase was the bake-
out of the beam pipe. This delicate
process is essential to remove residual
gases from the beam pipe, which could
otherwise be released during
operations, breaking the required
vacuum level.

The bake-out was successfully
performed in October 2014. The beam
pipe was heated up to 500 K, while the
IBL was cooled down to 250 K to keep
the modules safe.
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Commissioning of the IBLCommissioning of the IBL

Distributions of the difference between ToT measured at
the surface level and in the ATLAS cavern for each
sensor technology. The distributions are peaked around
0: during the lowering/insertion procedure
• No mechanical damage;
• Communication with all modules preserved.

Comparison between the
measurements of key parameters on
the surface and in the ATLAS cavern
show that the IBL construction and
insertion phases were successful.

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/A
tlasPublic/ApprovedPlotsPixel

Expected performance of the IBL detectorExpected performance of the IBL detector

Light–jet rejection is expected to
increase by a factor of 2 with the
insertion of the IBL.

ATL-INDET-PROC-2014-020 ATL-INDET-PROC-2014-008

Transverse track parameter d0 resolution for single
muons as a function of |η| is expected to improve,
especially for high-energy muons, thanks to the
insertion of the IBL (simulation without pile-up).
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